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Game Rules

Players: 2 - 3, Playtime: Up to 30 minutes

Introduction:

Hello, welcome to The Natural Game of Evolution. Get ready to pick a monster

and compete with your friends to meet nature’s true desire for evolution. Make sure to

slow down your opponents from collecting all 3 of their tokens to evolve before you do!

Components:

● The hex board

● 12 bushes and 12 quicksand tokens

● 3 monster tokens

● 9 colored tokens

Setup:

1. Each player chooses one monster token to represent them while traveling

throughout the board.

2. Each player is given 8 obstacle tokens divided as followed:

4 x bush tokens

(Bush tokens will occupy one space and players cannot phase through it. )

4 x quicksand tokens

(Quicksand tokens can be stepped on by the player but if a player

chooses to do so, they will lose their next turn and any unfinished action

during their turn.)



3. Each player should have 3 colored tokens associated with their creature color

and place them on hexes that have indicators with the same color.

Gameplay:

● Starting with the player who’s the youngest, each player places his/her monster

token on the outer-corner hex that’s been marked:

○ Axolotl monster starts on the blue corner

○ Owl monster starts on the purple corner

○ Hamster monster starts on the red corner

● Each player takes turns moving or placing obstacles based on the tile they start

their turn on (blank space = 1). Players must move or place an obstacle during

their turn. If an obstacle is placed down on a hex space, it is permanently on the

board and cannot be removed or moved later in the game.

● Obstacles cannot be played on a hex that:

○ Already has a player on it.

○ Still has a point token on it.

○ Has a number on it.

● If a player ends their turn on a numbered hex, they can do either next turn:

○ Move up to that many spaces.

or

○ Place up to 2 obstacles the next.



● If a player reaches the hex space containing their point token, the player will

remove the token off the board and that hex space will turn into a normal hex

(meaning players can place an obstacle on them).

Scoring Points:

The score is based on how many associated color tokens the player has

collected. A color token is worth one point and the maximum number of points a player

can get is 3.

Winning Conditions:

Players can win by one of the following 2 conditions:

 1. The player who has collected all 3 of their points first

○ The player has collected all 3 of their color tokens.

 2. The player with the most points by 30 minutes.

○ To keep track that 30 minutes have passed, make sure to start a timer

once you begin the first player turn in the game.

○ For any ties, both or all players with the highest point count win.



System Description

Figure 1: Diagram of game parts as loop components.

In The Natural Race of Evolution, players begin the game setting up, placing their

character piece in a base, and resources off of the hexes and next to their base. The

player piece on the board takes physical presence as the player’s chosen character.

This part has several resources which start at 4 bushes and 4 quicksands. Bushes and

quicksands are a resource for the player part, as more bushes and quicksands cannot

be added to the player part. The player piece also holds the attributes that start the

game at 1 movement and 0 points. The movement attribute changes based on if the



player lands on a numbered space, while the points attribute changes based on if the

player lands on a space with a score piece with the player’s respective color on it. With

this information, a player can begin deciding what behaviors they wish to take as they

play the game.

Players have two different behaviors they play the game with, that being moving

or placing obstacles. Moving has the adverse effect of not slowing down opponents,

whereas placing down obstacles has the adverse effect of placing your resources into

the stock that is a board space and that resource going into the sink that is the board.

Either behavior will also lead to the converter that changes a player’s attributes through

the occupied space piece’s behavior at the start of each turn, which changes how many

spaces a player may move or obstacles they may place. As the player begins to

recognise the behaviors of the player piece, they confront the boundaries of the game.

The boundaries of the game are based on the rules and the physical area the

player piece can interact with. What we see is that the player must manage their

behaviors based on the rules. This still makes these actions by the player piece a

behavior because while they can only do one behavior each turn, they still get to

choose. Physical boundaries of the player piece are the game board and the player’s

inventory. The game board is the hexes a player piece can move to which become more

and more limited as more obstacles are placed on the board. Obstacles are actually

part of the second physical space a player piece can interact with, which is the inventory

where players take resources out of to place on the board. With all of the player piece’s

sections defined, we can discuss all the parts of the game.



The rest of the game pieces include the hex spaces, the point tokens, and the

bush and quicksand obstacles. Hex spaces have the attribute of a movement value

which is used in its behavior to change the movement and placement count a player

can do each turn. The boundaries of this piece is that it relies on a player piece to be on

top of it to convert the movement value to the next turn. This means that many of the

spaces will not take part in the conversion part of the parts loop, especially if someone

places an obstacle on top of it. The point tokens have the attribute of a score point,

which when acquired by the player, their behavior activates and adds one to the point

attribute of the player piece. The bush is an obstacle piece that has the attribute of

presence on the board, meaning it changes state from being in their inventory to being

on the board. What matters the most is the bush’s behavior which is stopping player

movement. The quicksand obstacle piece also has the same attributes as the bushes,

but their behavior is that they stop player movement on top of it and make the player

lose a turn. Both of these pieces also have the boundary that is just player interaction. If

these obstacles are placed right in front of the player, the behaviors of these pieces

interact with the players a lot more than if they are placed further away from the player

for preemptive reasons. All of these pieces help the player piece makes a game that is

engaging to the player and lead the player’s mental model.


